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Parent Code of Conduct 

 
Platinum Aquatics welcomes enthusiastic, supportive, positive and encouraging parents. Nothing reflects more poorly on a program 
than a parent who does not know how to behave appropriately. Please remember the reason we exist is to encourage all of our 
athletes. In order to run a successful program, a positive and cooperative attitude on the part of each parent is required.  
 
Parents Should  
 Promote PLAT team and athlete goals and objectives, by becoming familiar with the PLAT Swimming Handbook.  

 Have a positive attitude, cheer on and support ALL PLAT athletes.  

 Maintain a positive and open relationship with the coaching staff, other swimmers and their parents.  

 Permit each coach to do his/her job by not disturbing them during practice or swim meets.  

 Get your athletes to practices and meets on time. Keeping in mind that swimmers need the opportunity to be physically ready to 
be in the water at start time.  

 Promote the electronic device policy. (All athlete electronic devices are to be put away before entering the practice facility. 
Platinum Aquatics is not responsible for any lost, stolen, or damaged electronic devices at any time.)  

 Promptly pick up each athlete following practices or swim meets.  

 Properly supervise young swimmers and siblings (Young swimmers or siblings should not be left unsupervised before, during or 
after practice or at meets. Siblings are not allowed in or around the pool or baby pool at any time.).  

 Abstain from using profane language.  

 Help keep our team areas clean, whether we are at home or visiting another facility.  
 
Meet Expectations  
 Provide or arrange adequate adult supervision and accommodations for your athlete at swim meets.  

 Wear PLAT team apparel (t-shirts, ball caps, and etc.)!! APPAREL IS NOT PERMITTED FROM ANY OTHER GULF LSC PROGRAM AT 
PRACTICE, MEETS OR ANY OTHER TEAM FUNCTION, NO EXCEPTIONS.  

 Never approach or confront an official or meet sponsor. Please remember these are volunteers doing the best job they are 
capable of doing.  

 Ensure that your athlete completes all races/events, prelims and finals, unless otherwise instructed by your coach.  

 While we all get frustrated at times, please refrain from allowing a temporary situation to set the image of Platinum Aquatics in 
the eyes of others who may be near.  
 
Prohibited Behaviors  
 Disrespectful behavior toward coaches, other parents, teammates, members of other teams, meet staff or meet officials.  

 Theft or destruction of any property.  

 Illegal use of drugs.  

 Use of tobacco products.  

 Illegal use or abuse of alcohol.  

 Use of equipment without permission.  

 Sexual misconduct.  
 
Disciplinary Measures  
will be and are enforced at the discretion of the coaching staff. Consequences depend upon the severity and/or continued abuse of 
the rules and expectations. Consequences for Code of Conduct violations include but are not limited to the following:  
 Coach and parent meeting. 

 Temporary or permanent suspension of parent facility privileges (not allowed to watch practices or attend meets). 

 Temporary suspension of your athlete from assigned group or competitions.  

 Permanent suspension from the team.  

 Report to the proper legal authorities.  

 


